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electronic ID
The strongest identity.

+ every Estonian has an electronic ID
+ eIDAS assurance level "high"
+ 6% of mobile-ID
+ 34% of smart-ID
+ e-residency

exchange

+ saving 1407 years annually
+ over 1000 institutions and enterprises
+ 150 public sector institutions
+ 3 195 different services
+ over 900 million transactions per year
+ exported to Finland, Kyrgyzstan, Faroe Islands, Iceland, Japan and other countries
cyberspace
The strongest competence.

- cyber defence league
- data embassy
- cyber command
- home for NATO CCDCOE and EU IT agency

estonishing future

- zero-bureaucracy
- invisible services
- cross border digital governance
- real-time economy
lessons learned

- KISS - keep it short and simple
- transparency works
- shared platforms make you quicker
- delivery matters, so does design
- be boldest

let's build the future together!
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